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Daniel in the Lions' Den 1996

the story of asia s lions introduces the lion and its present habitat it examines through written

and visual records the interaction between this majestic animal and human beings in asia

from the earliest available historical records to the present day the censuses conducted in the

last hundred years to monitor its population dynamics and the history of the attempts to find a

second home for the lion which still continue are documented here the book finally examines

the efforts made for the conservation of the species in the 20th century and records its

present status with indications of what the future holds for the lion in india from the publisher

The Story of Asia's Lions 2005

sir ian mcgeechan is the ultimate lion nobody s name resonates louder with the lions than his

in 2017 the british and irish lions face one of the toughest tours in history taking on the all

blacks in new zealand where they have only won one of their last 12 tests in this unique and

fascinating book sir ian mcgeechan uses his own coaching notes to provide insight and

background into what it means to be a lion and how the most successful lions teams in history

were built he will also delve into his rich collection of anecdotes to bring alive the characters

involved and it will undoubtedly be a book that even warren gatland will want to read

The Lions: When the Going Gets Tough 2017-05-18

divdivcaught between two kingdoms princess goewin must balance the demands of leadership

with those of her own happiness divdiv with her own kingdom in upheaval and her vicious

aunt out for blood goewin princess of britain and daughter of high king artos flees to the

british allied african kingdom of aksum there she meets with her fiancé constantine britain s

ambassador to aksum who is next in line for the throne of britain but aksum is undergoing its

own political turmoil and goewin soon finds herself trapped between two countries with the

well being of each at stake when she learns of another heir to the british throne she must

handle the precarious situation with great care for the sake of her own happiness as well as
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for the safety of her people divdiv divdivthis ebook features an illustrated biography of

elizabeth wein including rare images from the author s personal collection div div

A Coalition of Lions 2013-07-09

monsieur roscoe and his goldfish fry are off on the holiday of a lifetime and you re invited too

from the multi award winning bestselling illustrator of oi frog and the lion inside monsieur

roscoe is going on holiday join him and his goldfish fry as they camp ski and sail their way

through the journey of a lifetime making friends and learning lots of new french words along

the way a fun and colourful picture book from the bestselling illustrator of oi frog and the lion

inside monsieur roscoe will make learning french exciting for the youngest children

Monsieur Roscoe on Holiday 2020-10-15

from flat topped acacia trees to great migrations of wildebeest across an edgeless expanse of

grass the serengeti is one of the world s most renowned ecosystems and at the apex of this

incredible landscape prowls its seemingly indomitable ruler the serengeti lion these majestic

mammals are skillful hunters iconic and integral to serengeti health but they also commit

infanticide eat local people and destroy local livelihoods are a source of profit for those who

make money shooting or conserving them and sometimes both and are in constant danger

from the encroachments of another species humans with lions in the balance celebrated lion

researcher and conservationist craig packer takes us back into the complex tooth and claw

worlds of lion conservation and behavior a sequel to packer sinto africa which gave many

readers their first experience of field work in africa of tanzanian roads of long hours spent

identifying lions by their ear marks and scars and of the joys of bootlegged grateful dead

tapes beneath savannah moons this diary based chronicle of adventure real life danger and

corruption will both alarm and entertain packer s story offers a look into the future of the lion

one in which the politics of conservation will require survival strategies far more creative and

powerful than any now possessed by the citizens of the savannah humans included packer is

sure to infuriate poachers politicians and conservationists alike as he minces no words about
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the problems he sees but with a narrative stretching from arusha to washington dc and

marked by packer s signature humor and incredible candor lions in the balance is a tale of

courage against impossible odds a masterly blend of science and storytelling and an urgent

call to action that will captivate a pride of readers

Lions in the Balance 2015-09-15

lions are members of the large jungle cats which also include such animals as tigers and

leopards once common in many parts of the world lion populations today are drastically

reduced lion fossils recovered in tanzania date back 1 5 million years this book explores their

family groups habits and hunting skills their majestic stride and powerful bodies have earned

the lion the title of king of the jungle

The Book of Lions 2019-07-10

satisfying gratifying touching weighty this authentic piece of work has got soul the new york

times book review as twelve year old marlee starts middle school in 1958 little rock it feels like

her whole world is falling apart until she meets liz the new girl at school liz is everything

marlee wishes she could be she s brave brash and always knows the right thing to say but

when liz leaves school without even a good bye the rumor is that liz was caught passing for

white marlee decides that doesn t matter she just wants her friend back and to stay friends

marlee and liz are even willing to take on segregation and the dangers their friendship could

bring to both their families winner of the new york historical society children s history book

prize a new york times book review editor s choice

The Lions of Little Rock 2012-01-05

for over 130 years the british irish lions have stood out as a symbol of the ethics values and

romance at the heart of rugby union to represent the lions is the pinnacle for every

international player in britain and ireland and the dream of tens of thousands of avid fans who
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fol low them a lions tour undertaken every four years to the southern hemisphere is more than

a series of rugby matches played out on foreign fields it is an epic crusade where the chosen

few face a succession of mental and physical chal lenges on their way to the test arena

where they do battle with the superpowers of the world game behind the lions sees seven

esteemed rugby writers delve to the very heart of what it means to be a lion using diaries and

letters from those who pioneered the concept to interviews with a vast array of players who

have followed in their footsteps in so doing they have uncovered the passion pride and

honour experienced when taking up the unique challenge of a lions tour this is a tale of heart

break and ecstasy humour and poignancy that is at once inspirational moving and utterly

compelling and it is the only story worth hearing the players own

Hunting the Lions ; The Pioneers 192?

dr tom brown has always been fascinated by lions when he receives a letter from his father

informing him that a pair of officers of the cape rifles and a hunter named hicks are planning a

hunting trip to south africa and need a final man tom doesn t need any persuading to join

them very much of its time hunting the lions by r m ballantyne is nonetheless a fascinating

insight into the very different attitude towards hunting at the time and a wonderful account of

the wildlife of south africa r m ballantyne 1825 1894 was a scottish artist and prolific author of

mostly children s fiction born in edinburgh ballantyne was the ninth of ten children at the age

of 16 ballantyne moved to canada where he worked for the hudson s bay company travelling

all over the country to trade for fur he returned to scotland in 1847 following the death of his

father and it was then that he began his literary career in earnest writing over 100 children s

adventure books over the course of his life stories such as the coral island and the young fur

traders were hugely popular and many of them drew on his own experiences of travelling

throughout canada a stickler for detail ballantyne continued to travel widely to research the

backgrounds and settings for his exciting stories his tales became an inspiration for authors of

the future including treasure island novelist robert louis stevenson ballantyne spent the latter

period of his life living in london and italy for the sake of his health he died in rome in 1894 at
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the age of 68

Behind The Lions 2021-03-04

environmentalist independent researcher and author gareth patterson has spent his entire

adult life working tirelessly for the greater protection of african wildlife and more particularly for

that of the lion born in england in 1963 gareth grew up in nigeria and malawi from an early

age he knew where his life s path would take him it would be in africa and his life s work

would be for the cause of the african wilderness and its wild inhabitants his is an all

encompassing african story from his childhood in west and east africa to his study of a

threatened lion population in a private reserve in botswana to his work with george adamson

celebrated as the lion man of africa we witness gareth s growing commitment to his life s

mission this is nowhere more evident than in his account of his life as a human member of a

lion pride experiencing life and death through its eyes as he successfully rehabilitated three

famous orphaned lion cubs back into a life in the wilds at considerable risk to his own

personal safety he exposed the sordid canned lion industry in south africa bringing this

shameful practice to international attention after moving to the western cape he took up the

fight for the african elephant notably the unique endangered knysna population and published

his astonishing findings in his 2009 book the secret elephants perhaps unsurprisingly given

the stressful nature of his work gareth suffered a massive physical and mental breakdown in

his forties which he discusses here for the first time with an openness that underlines his

courage lesser men might have been broken but his lion s heart fought back and he ultimately

overcame his illness gareth patterson s long awaited autobiography is a moving account of

one man s single minded dedication to the preservation of africa s wildlife it is also a stark

reminder that if the human race does not want to lose africa s priceless wild heritage there is

no time to waste the lion is my totem animal and this is the story of my life in africa for the

lion
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Hunting the Lions 2022-04-06

this book is about the importance of honesty and trust it is about strategic and competent

communication which also comes with suspending judgment before the facts with this kind of

communication which could be ritualized or relatable the squirrels were able to be friends with

the lions although the parent squirrels doubted the honesty and sincerity of the lion when he

told the little squirrel and her mother that he will not only protect them for the sake of his

daughter who wanted to be friends with the little squirrel so bad when they met at her mother

s farm but he will give them food they can eat for one year that is should the squirrels agree

to visit the lions home as the younger lioness requested the squirrels were scared given the

lions carnivorous history as designed by nature with the openness of their young daughter her

ability to listen and the honesty of the younger lion they killed their fear opened up to the lions

and visited their home a gesture that was returned by the lions the lions kept their promise

and stayed honest therefore if these animals could understand the importance benefit of

honesty trust and keeping promises then human beings can do better we have done better

but we need to do more to become best and succeed in our friendships and relationships as

individuals and with governments and corporations governments to governments or between

nations etc even as we strive to become better and best in our friendships and relationships

we must not be scared or worried about failing in the process or making mistakes it is all right

to make mistakes so the fear of perfection or imperfection should not deter us from working

hard and failing to become best like good and bad or success and failure mistake is part of

life in short it is said to be the raw material of success but only if and when we are

determined and committed to succeeding and not make deliberate mistakes that could be

dangerous and destructive

Night of the Lions 1999

the habitat nairobi national park lies to the south southeast of the capital of kenya nairobi

where the athi plains meet the eastern escarpment of the rift valley these plains form part of
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the semi arid highland plateau lying between the coast and the rift valley both the city itself

and the park bordering it are a meeting place of two generally distinct types of landscape and

climate while to the east southeast are semi arid plains with grasslands and scattered trees

the western north western parts are higher hilly cooler more humid and support lush forests

the combination of latitude a little over one degree south of the equator and altitude average

of 1600 m 5000 5500 ft combine to give nairobi a most equable climate where the

temperature varies during the year between about 11 degrees and 27 degrees centigrade

mean minimum and mean maximum for eight years however considerable changes are

usually experienced within each day and a rise from 14 degrees c at 0600 hours to 22

degrees at 1100 hours is not unusual nairobi park has a unique concentration of wild animals

living in their natural habitat less than 10 km from the centre of a modern city of half a million

people the only interference with the natural course of events in the park is that normally

required for the proper management of a game park such as maintenance of roads and dams

and in this particular case partial fencing towards the city

My Lion's Heart 2014-09-15

sam sebbie and di di di are three siblings who love doing things together today is extra

special because they are going to see a lion dance doong doong chang went the lion dance

band doong doong chang went the lion dance gong doong doong chang but where is the lion

is he still at the zoo or stuck backstage when the siblings open the curtain to find the lion they

are surprised to see a lion costume they decide to put on the costume and start performing

for everyone and no one is more surprised than their parents to see that the lion dancers

were none other than sam sebbie and di di di

The Squirrels and Lions 2021-04-21

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the

knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original

artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
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copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most

important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public

domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you

may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on

the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or

blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is

important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we

appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part

of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Social Life of the Lion 2012-12-06

a dazzling and eloquent reworking of the mahabharata one of south asia s best loved epics

through nineteen peripheral voices with daring poetic forms karthika naïr breathes new life into

this ancient epic karthika naïr refracts the epic mahabharata through the voices of nameless

soldiers outcast warriors and handmaidens as well as abducted princesses tribal queens and

a gender shifting god as peripheral figures and silent catalysts take center stage we get a

glimpse of lives and stories buried beneath the dramas of god and nation heroics and victory

of the lives obscured by myth and history all too often interchangeable until the lions is a

kaleidoscopic poetic tour de force it reveals the most intimate threads of desire greed and

sacrifice in this foundational epic

Sam, Sebbie and Di-Di-Di 2014

printed in south aftrica

Le Tuer Des Lions: The Life and Adventures of Jules Gerard,
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the Lion-Killer; Comprising His Ten Years' Campaigns Among

the Lions of North 2018-02-18

an introduction to the lion one of the big five wild animals this book looks at the lion s family

life and territory its daily activities and its physical characteristics the book also talks about the

conservation of lions the book was written by a qualified south african nature conservationist

and gives details on the following quick facts meet the lion family life living in territories

working together marking a territory food and water hunting king of the kill teeth roaring

manes sleeping claws and tracks mating flehmen giving birth breeding together follow me

signs king of the bush endangered lions conservation this book contains a glossary and an

index the big 5 and other wild animals series is a set of 10 books about wild animals including

the big five which are the lion leopard elephant buffalo and rhino each book looks at the

animal s family life territory daily activities and physical characteristics all the books discuss

conservation follow our facebook page for the latest news and updates on this and other

series

Until the Lions 2019-11-12

the man eaters of tsavo is a book written by john henry patterson in 1907 that recounts his

experiences while overseeing the construction of a railroad bridge in what would become

kenya it is titled after a pair of lions which killed his workers and which he eventually killed

following the death of the lions the book tells of the bridge s completion in spite of additional

challenges such as a fierce flood as well as many stories concerning local wildlife including

other lions local tribes the discovery of the maneaters cave and various hunting expeditions

an appendix contains advice to sportsmen visiting british east africa the book also includes

photographs taken by patterson at the time which include the railway construction the workers

local tribes scenery and wildlife and the man eaters several publications about and studies of

the man eating lions of tsavo have been inspired by patterson s account the book has been

adapted to film three times a monochrome british film of the 1950s a 1952 3 d film titled
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bwana devil and a 1996 color version called the ghost and the darkness where val kilmer

played the daring engineer who hunts down the lions of tsavo

Cry for the Lions 1988

from the author of international bestseller giraffes can t dance comes this feel good rhyming

story about a brave little lion who dares to be different leo isn t like other lion cubs instead of

chasing zebras and antelopes he wants to make friends with them but can a lion who s so

different ever fit in with the rest of his pride learn how leo s kindness brings happiness to the

jungle in this colourful picture book story winner of the red house children s book award

Lion 2018-05

the third book in the compelling birth of the plantagenets series follows the battle for

dominance between the church and the crown england s archbishop of canterbury is dying

and with him the power of the church seizing his chance king henry ii is determined to enforce

the rule of law that he has painstakingly established and bring the violent corrupt and criminal

clergy before his courts the ever scheming thomas becket uses his mastery of deceit

sycophancy and wit to undermine the king and the plantagenet dynasty should becket be

elected as the next archbishop of canterbury against the wishes of queen eleanor and

empress matilda he will be one step closer to becoming england s strongman a story of

passion jealousy rebellion and downfall the lions torment follows henry eleanor and becket in

an era of power and vengeance that leads to one of the most scandalous and tragic murders

in history

The Man-Eaters of Tsavo 2018-02-27

in 1898 the british began building a bridge over the tsavo river in africa in nine months two

lions killed 135 workers bruce patterson has conducted extensive fieldwork on these lions and

presents new evidence on the killings and also explores man s interaction with the kenyan
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environment creating a comprehensive portrait of the lions of tsavo

The Lion Who Wanted To Love 2015-12-17

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the

knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original

artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original

copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most

important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public

domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you

may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on

the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or

blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is

important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we

appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part

of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Lions' Torment 2019-04-01

by a talent and highly acclaimed illustrator the lion and the bird is every bit as unusual lovely

and powerful as little bird and should be represented the high production values of the book

along with the quality of the images and storytelling as well as the author s previous books

should lead buyers to take a chance on this title not to represent this book would be to miss

out on a major book of the spring season this is a book for all ages so provide buyers

whether at the independents or the museum stores with several strong choices in terms of

shelving and presentation as a french canadian author dubuc is close to the east coast and

will be coming to promote and talk about her book
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The Lions of Tsavo 2017-03-06

this thrilling memoir by the french adventurer and big game hunter jules gérard recounts his

ten years of hunting lions in north africa with vivid descriptions of his encounters with these

magnificent animals and his experiences living among the local tribes gérard paints a vivid

portrait of a bygone era of exploration and adventure in one of the world s most challenging

environments this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part

of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the

united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely

copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body

of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be

preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support

of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this

knowledge alive and relevant

LE TUER DES LIONS 2016-08-28

learn to read while getting up close to the magnificent lion in this exciting book find out how a

lion cub joins the pride and grows to become the king of the savannah discover how lions in

asia and africa are different and learn why we need to work to protect these awesome

animals in the wild amazing up close photographs show lions playing on the plains of africa

providing strong visual clues to build vocabulary and confidence amazing facts encourage

enthusiasm for reading additional information spreads build knowledge further such as how

lions have adapted to be top hunters there s also a fun quiz to develop reading

comprehension this book has been developed in consultation with literacy experts to help

improve children s reading ability a lion s tale is a new title in the exciting and engaging four

level dk readers series developing a lifelong love of reading dk readers cover a vast range of

fascinating subjects featuring dk s stunning photography to support children as they learn to

read includes fun facts for kids this innovative series of levelled guided reading books
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combines a highly visual approach with engaging nonfiction narratives reading levels progress

from brief simple text in the early readers to slightly longer more detailed nonfiction chapter

books to challenging nonfiction containing rich vocabulary and more complex sentence

structures

The Lion and the Bird 2020-06-22

football is an unmistakable part of the culture of penn state though the experience of a nittany

lions home game from the crowds and tailgates to the spectacle of the game itself has

changed significantly over the years this richly illustrated and researched book tells the story

of the structure that has evolved along with the university s celebrated football program the

iconic beaver stadium historian lee stout and engineering professor harry h west show how

beaver stadium came to be including a look at its predecessors old beaver field built in 1893

on a site centrally located northeast of old main and new beaver field built on the northwest

corner of campus in 1909 stout and west explore the engineering and construction challenges

of the stadium and athletic fields and reveal the importance of these facilities to the history of

penn state and its cherished traditions packed with archival photos and fascinating stories lair

of the lion is a celebration of the ways in which penn state fans students and athletes have

experienced home games from the 1880s to the present day and of the monumental structure

that the lions now call home

Le Tuer Des Lions 2023-07-18

describes the physical characteristics and behavior of lions as well as some of the threats

they face

The Lion's Tale 2019-02-07

the okavango lion research project is a broad based study in which the problems of genetics

reproduction and disease are as important as ecology and behaviour until now most of the
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research that has taught us the facts we take for granted about lions has been done in the

serengeti but africa is not all composed of endless savannah rather it is a mosaic of

savannahs trees and shrubs this diversity of habitats is probably most richly represented in

the okavango delta region of botswana with its permanent swamps seasonal river courses and

dry floodplains acacia forests and mopane woodlands here a single lion pride territory can

include five distinct habitat types and neighbouring prides can inhabit areas radically different

in the availability of water and prey the lions of the okavango seem to challenge many of our

preconceived notions about these fascinating animals clearly the time has come to take a

fresh look at africa s best known predator

Lair of the Lion 2017-07-17

this book places lion conservation and the relationship between people and lions both in

historical context and in the context of the contemporary politics of conservation in africa the

killing of cecil the lion in july 2015 brought such issues to the public s attention were lions

threatened in the wild and what was the best form of conservation how best can lions be

saved from extinction in the wild in africa amid rural poverty precarious livelihoods for local

communities and an expanding human population this book traces man s relationship with

lions through history from hominids to the romans through colonial occupation and

independence to the present day it concludes with an examination of the current crisis of

conservation and the conflict between western animal welfare concepts and sustainable

development thrown into sharp focus by the killing of cecil the lion through this historical

account keith somerville provides a coherent evidence based assessment of current human

lion relations providing context to the present situation this book will be of interest to students

and scholars of environmental and african history wildlife conservation environmental

management and political ecology as well as the general reader
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Lions 2000-01-01

the british irish lions are one of the most famous and feted teams in the world of rugby every

four years the lions selected from the national sides of england wales scotland and ireland

head to the southern hemisphere to do battle with new zealand australia or south africa 125

years of the british irish lions covers the entire period of the lions existence from the first

recorded rugby tour of australia and new zealand in 1888 to the series winning tour to

australia in 2013 it highlights the fulfillment pride and passion that every british or irish player

feels upon being selected to play as a lion and celebrates the key moments that have made

the lions such a magical part of rugby folklore the lions stand unique in the game as the last

true tourists they enjoy phenomenal support as highlighted by the tens of thousands who now

follow the lions on their tours to the southern hemisphere never was this more true than in

australia in 2013 the newly revised and updated edition of 125 years of the british irish lions

includes a full account of the 2013 six nations tournament and how the lions triumphed to end

a 16 year period of disappointment

Prides 2000

bravely pursued acutely observed and elegantly told john vaillant author of the tiger urgent

and important this moving tale with a heroic cast of characters leonine and human is a must

read for anyone passionate about wildlife and wild places tony park author of last survivor this

is the riveting and illuminating story of australian writer anthony ham s extraordinary journey

into the world of lions haunted by the idea that they might disappear from the planet in our

lifetime he ventured deep into the african wilderness speaking to local tribespeople and

activists as well as to rangers scientists and conservationists about why lions are close to

extinction and what can be done to save them in the last lions of africa we walk alongside

anthony as he reveals the latest extraordinary science surrounding the earth s dwindling lion

populations and their often surprising relationship to mankind as he uncovers heartbreaking

and astonishing accounts of individual lions prides and habitats each chapter unfolds as both
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gripping campfire story and deeply researched exploration of larger mysteries in the natural

world anthony s vivid storytelling weaves together natural history ancient lore and

multidisciplinary science to show us a world in which human populations are growing and wild

lands are shrinking where lions and indigenous peoples fight not for sovereignty over the land

but for their very existence in this gripping and crucial book anthony ham brings africa its

people and its endangered lions to magnificent life and shows the surprising ways those last

lions might be saved

Humans and Lions 2019-07-10

course you ve been to the circus you got there just in time to hear the sideshow spieler tell

you that there was fortay y y y y five minutes for fun an amusement beforah th beeg show th

beeg show would begin fortay y y y five minutes in which to view those stra a a nge people to

see the cannibal twins the skeleton dude the fat lady who has taken everay y y y known

method of reducing in an attempt to rid herself of her half a ton of flesh but who gets biggah

biggah and fattah ladies s s an gents everay living g g breathing g g moment of her life you

ve given yourself plenty of time so you think you want to see the menagerie and the lions and

tigers and elephants but the first thing you know that sideshow spieler has inveigled you

inside the tent and the next thing you know somebody with a fog horn voice is yelling in your

ear hurry hurry everaybodi e e e e e e th beeg show is starting g g g g then you have to rush

through the menagerie and get into your seat before you exactly know what s happened well

it s about the same way with the beginning of a book you set yourself to have a lot of fun

seeing the main show and then somebody drags you off to a side performance and before

you realize it your time for reading s up and all you ve gotten is a lot of advance information

as to what you re going to find out if you finish the book i suppose i ve a lot of the boy in me i

hate introductions despise em yet in a way they re necessary i ve always wanted to write a

book where i could put the introduction at the end or something like that because really an

introduction seems terribly necessary but since i couldn t do that i waited until i had finished

writing the rest of the book and then i wrote this which i am busily trying to keep from being
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an introduction but it seems that there s no way out i might as well break down and confess

that s what it is th sideshow th side show w w w w ladies s s s an gents th sideshow while

farther on the main performance band is tuning up for the grand d d entrée so if you re like

me and detest introductions just let this part of the book slide on by and wait until you ve

finished the rest then maybe some day when you haven t anything to do you can come back

and see what i ve been doing all this talking about it s simply this i ve often been asked why

a circus carries so many animals around with it whether it is merely because it wants to fill up

space or because they are cheap or to take up time before the rest of the performance it

really is none of these questions like that hurt a circus man s pride he really thinks a lot of his

animals and he s terribly proud of the fact that he carries them around the country because

he knows that from the fact that he does like animals a great portion of america gains its

knowledge of natural history there are comparatively few big zoölogical collections in america

and all these are in the big cities especially is this true where jungle animals are exhibited the

rest of the country must depend on the circus to make possible a close knowledge of the

various beasts of faraway lands and there is hardly a man or woman in america who was

reared in a rural community who did not gain his or her early studies in this manner and that

pleases the circus man because he always wants to feel that he is something else than

merely a purveyor of amusement nor does he do it cheaply for instance the next time the

ringling brothers and barnum and bailey circus comes to town you ll find in its menagerie a

total of forty four elephants a number of them are babies purchased at an average price of

about 2500 apiece when all costs are considered half of them are full grown worth from 5000

to 10 000 each according to their performing ability lump them all at an average of 4000

apiece and you have an investment of 186 000 in elephants to say nothing of the food they

eat and of all animals elephants are the champion hay eaters that s one item the four giraffes

are another and in case you should desire to purchase a first class giraffe some day just write

out a check for 15 000 and then trust to good fortune to get you the animal giraffes are scarce

so are hippopotami and rhinoceri and great apes to say nothing of pythons and jungle bred

tigers and lions and leopards and other animals of their kind figuring the interest on the

investment alone for the number of performance days which are granted to the circus it costs
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nearly 2000 a week to carry that menagerie around the country that is the amount the original

outlay would earn if it were invested in the ordinary channels of business nor does that

include the items of trainers of food of assistants cage men dens horses for transportation

railroad equipment and repairs and steam haulage so a menagerie really isn t such a cheap

adjunct is it nor is that all a few years ago john ringling learned that there was a wonderful

ape in england he had heard that it was a real gorilla but didn t believe it he went to england

and to the home of the man and woman who had reared the beast to health from a disease

ridden little thing which had been landed in london from a tramp steamer it was a real gorilla

the first one that ever had thrived in captivity john ringling wanted that animal for his circus it

meant that the people of the united states would be given an opportunity to study something

which neither the combined efforts of scientists nor the hunting parties of the animal

companies of all the world had been able to give he didn t need the gorilla the menagerie was

full as it was but there was the urge of the true circus man to bring forth the thing which had

not been seen before to present something new it meant a gamble of thousands of dollars he

took the chance the check read for 30 000 john daniel the gorilla was brought to the united

states and lived less than a month such are the risks taken by the circus man to keep his

menagerie up to the plane which he desires this is not the only instance expeditions have

been fostered men sent away from the united states for months even years at a time to gain

some special animal perhaps the expedition is a success more often it is a failure but the

crowds which throng through the marquee into the menagerie see nothing but the gilded

cages and the picket line of elephants giving but little thought to the effort and expense

behind it all which worries the circus man not at all what he is after is to get people into that

menagerie that in the final analysis is of course the real reason behind the menagerie to help

get people into the circus but in doing that a number of other things are accomplished in the

first place the rural population is thereby given its knowledge of natural history the farmer s

boy and the boy of the city not large enough to support a zoo get their first sight of the lion

the tiger the elephant and giraffe and hippopotamus in a circus menagerie with that there

comes the inevitable human attribute of making comparisons and following that study comes

easier it s much more pleasant to read in the newspaper about some one you know than it is
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to read about some one wholly abstract the same is true of animals after a person has seen

the tigers in a circus he wants to know more of them that s when the books come in nor is

science neglected by the circus it was due to the importation of john daniel by the ringling

brothers and barnum and bailey that the anthropologists of new york were able to dissect a

gorilla brain and carry on their studies through an actual autopsy upon a specimen of an

animal group which has been almost as mysterious as the fabled dodo the same thing was

true with a giant animal called casey which was imported several years ago from cape lopez

africa by way of australia by a man named fox the animal was a mystery and it still is a

mystery it looked like a chimpanzee yet had characteristics and size which marked it as

different from any other chimpanzee which ever had come to this country it also had gorilla

characteristics yet it was not a gorilla it died on an operating table in tampa florida of acute

appendicitis and following its death an autopsy was performed showing surprising indications

for one thing the speech centers of the brain displayed remarkable development giving the

hint that had the animal lived there might have come the time when it would have been able

to speak with the articulation of a low order of humanity other developments showed a close

relationship to the human brain at least a tendency in that direction had the circus which

exhibited it known all that beforehand it might have advertised it as the missing link but the

circus didn t which was perhaps just as well however one thing remains casey was a mystery

and to the circus world belongs the credit of bringing into general knowledge an animal which

hinted at least of a strange race of ground apes which may yet be discovered in africa

showing a development different from that of the chimpanzee and of the gorilla yet combining

both and aiding the scientists in their researches into the beginnings of man that casey was a

certain type of chimpanzee was of course true but what type and what gave him his peculiar

closely human countenance and his great size he was nearly twice as large as his friend and

companion biz an ordinary chimpanzee and one saw in them the dissimilarity that one notices

between two widely different races of men if casey could only have explained some day

another casey may come to america and another following that circus men will bring them

when they come and the investigations which follow may cause many a surprising result and

by the way the next time you go to the circus just try an experiment and see how much more
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real amusement and interest you get out of looking at the animals try a new viewpoint just

remember that we are all animals we all belong to the same kingdom with that in mind

experiment with the idea of looking at those animals not as just so many mere brutes but as

merely a different branch of the animal kingdom to which you belong look upon them as

foreigners as visitors to your land from a different shore strange but willing to learn and with

far greater perceptive powers perhaps than we have as i have mentioned before the human

race is egotistical it likes to believe that it knows everything but a close study of animals will

reveal that perhaps they can teach us things and that in their way they may have every bit as

much sense as we have a dog you know can understand his master s slightest whim and

mood but few indeed are the masters who can understand their dogs from the books

125 Years of the British and Irish Lions 2013

compassion is a force mightier than stone sometimes statues are granted a chance to

become warm breathing creatures the stone lion has a dream to come alive but when a baby

is abandoned in his paws one snowy night he is compelled to think differently

The Last Lions of Africa 2020-08-04

the author of the critically acclaimed award winning debut novel lamb returns with a story of

haunted histories and broken promises o the oprah magazine must read book of the summer

set on the colorado high plains the town of lions is nearly deserted built to be a glorious city it

was never fit for farming mining trading or any of the industries its pioneers imagined the

walkers have been settled on its barren terrain for generations a simple family in a town still

enthralled by promises of bigger better and brighter but when a stranger appears his

unsettling presence sets off a chain reaction that will change the fates of everyone he

encounters when the patriarch john walker dies his son gordon must choose between leaving

for college with his girlfriend leigh or staying with his family to look after their failing welding

shop and carry on a mysterious family legacy while leigh is desperate to make a better life in

the world beyond lions gordon is strangely hesitant to leave it behind and as more families
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abandon the town it seems that listening to reason must come at the cost of betraying his

own heart nadzam weaves a strange and mesmerizing story that explores ambition and an

american obsession with self improvement the responsibilities we have to ourselves and each

other as well as the everyday illusions that pass for a life worth living publishers weekly

Lions N Tigers N Everything 2023-07-19

in this captivating suspenseful memoir white lion conservationist linda tucker describes her

perilous struggle to protect the sacred white lion from the merciless and mafia like trophy

hunting industry armed only with her indomitable spirit and total devotion her story begins in

1991 with a heart stopping misadventure in the timbavati reserve of south africa tucker then a

successful advertising executive and a group of fellow travelers found themselves surrounded

by a pride of angry lions there was no way out night had fallen and the battery in their only

flashlight was beginning to flicker miraculously a local medicine woman with two youngsters in

tow passed trancelike and fearless through the lions and escorted them all to safety for tucker

that life threatening experience became a life changing one she abandoned her career left

europe and returned to timbavati to track down the medicine woman who had saved her

maria khosa upon seeing tucker again khosa only smiled and said what took you so long she

had been expecting her and there was so much to do under khosa s shamanic tutelage tucker

learned of her sacred destiny to be the keeper of the white lions believed to be angelic beings

sent to earth to save humanity at a time of crisis khosa also prophesized that the queen of the

white lions the embodiment of the mother of ra the sun god would soon be born on a day and

in a place considered holy by westerners on december 25 2000 in the little south africa town

of bethlehem a snowy white lion cub marah was born from the moment of her first meeting

with marah tucker s story immediately takes off into battle as she dedicates her every waking

moment to prying marah and her siblings from the grips of the trophy hunting industry

compellingly written in the intimate style of a journal tucker describes with unflinching honesty

her fears doubts hopes and dreams all the while unfolding for us an unforgettable tale of

adventure romance spirituality and most of all justice
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The Stone Lion 2015

a surprisingly refreshing and honest take on the issues facing america with a remarkable twist

more than a commentary of current events release the lions creates a much needed sense of

urgency to address the challenges facing america readers are drawn in to meaningful subjects

and asked important questions kelly offers readers provocative solutions and challenges the

reader to become part of the debate in an effort to come up with better answers release the

lions is smart funny thought provoking and controversial with a ray of optimism throughout

Lions 2016-07-05

authorative comprehensive all encompassing and the last word on the history of the british

irish lions this book is essential reading for dedicated followers of the team that best

represents the spirit of rugby the british irish lions is one of the most storied teams in rugby

history and this is their only official history over 130 years of lions rugby is chronicled in this

authoritative and lavishly illustrated book which was originally written by clem thomas lion 386

up to the 1993 tour and then carried on by his son greg and renowned rugby writer rob cole

with over 500 pages of content the book is simply the most comprehensive and thorough re

telling of lions history each tour is covered in detail over 400 illustrations including

photographs paintings scrapbooks memorabilia a foreword by lions chairman jason leonard

644 a 75 page statistics section that includes the score and team makeup of every test played

by the lions full lists of every lion by a z and by order of appearance from 1 jack anderton to

835 finn russell records against each country appearances points tries and so much more

Saving the White Lions 2013-05-07

Release the Lions 2010-10-28
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The British and Irish Lions: the Official History 2020-11-12
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